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Leading from the Periphery and Network Collective Action

Political revolutions, economic meltdowns, mass ideological

conversions and collective innovation adoptions occur often;

nevertheless, when they happen, they tend to be the least expected.

Based on the paradigm of “leading from the periphery”, this

groundbreaking analysis offers an explanation for such spontaneity

and apparent lack of leadership in contentious collective action.

Contrary to existing theories, the author argues that network effects in

collective action originating from marginal leaders can beneit from a

total lack of communication. Such network effects persist in isolated

islands of contention instead of overarching action cascades, and

are shown to escalate in globally dispersed, but locally concentrated

networks of contention. This is a trait that can empower marginal

leaders and set forth social dynamics distinct from those originating

in the limelight. Leading from the Periphery and Network Collective

Action provides evidence from two Middle Eastern uprisings, as well

as behavioral experiments of collective risk taking in social networks.

Navid Hassanpour is an associate professor of political science at

the Higher School of Economics in Moscow. Previously he taught at

Columbia University and was a Niehaus Fellow in Regional Political

Economy at Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International

Affairs at Princeton. He studies politics in hybrid regimes: collective

action and elections under authoritarianism leading to social revolu-

tions or stable electoral institutions. His ongoing research in Tehran,

Moscow, Beijing, and Istanbul examines the inception of electoral

institutions past the era of constitutional revolutions and the logic of

their pursuing transformations.
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whether based on technology, material conditions, economic conlict, adaptive evolution,

or functional imperatives. In this more intellectually lexible structural middle ground,

analysts situate actors and their relations in a variety of contexts. Since the series began in

1987, its authors have variously focused on small groups, history, culture, politics, kinship,

aesthetics, economics, and complex organizations, creatively theorizing how these shape

and in turn are shaped by social relations. Their style and methods have ranged widely, from

intense, long-term ethnographic observation to highly abstract mathematical models. Their

disciplinary afiliations have included history, anthropology, sociology, political science,

business, economics, mathematics, and computer science. Some have made explicit use of

social network analysis, including many of the cutting-edge and standard works of that

approach, whereas others have kept formal analysis in the background and used “networks”

as a fruitful orienting metaphor. All have in common a sophisticated and revealing approach

that forcefully illuminates our complex social world.
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